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Abstract: To better track the planned output (forecast output), energy storage systems (ESS) are used
by wind farms to compensate the forecast error of wind power and reduce the uncertainty of wind
power output. When the error compensation degree is the same, the compensation interval is not
unique, different compensation intervals need different ESS sizing. This paper focused on finding the
optimal compensation interval not only satisfied the error compensation degree but also obtained the
max profit of the wind farm. First, a mathematical model was proposed as well as a corresponding
optimization method aiming at maximizing the profit of the wind farm. Second, the effect of the
influencing factors (compensation degree, electricity price, ESS cost, and wind penalty cost) on
the optimal result was fully analyzed and deeply discussed. Through the analysis, the complex
relationship between the factors and the optimal results was found. Finally, the comparison between
the proposed and traditional method was given, and the simulation results showed that the proposed
method can provide a powerful decision-making basis for ESS planning in current and future market.

Keywords: wind power; error compensation; energy storage system (ESS); optimization; sensitivity
analysis

1. Introduction

Wind power as a kind of high-quality renewable energy, has developed rapidly in the recent years.
With the increasing penetration of wind power, it generates a large quantity of clean electricity for the
power grid. At the same time, the uncertainty of wind power output also poses a huge challenge to the
safety and reliable operation of the power grid [1].

Energy storage systems (ESS) provide fast response capacity for the power system. It is
characterized as dynamic energy absorption and timely release. With ESS, it is possible to make
the time transfer of power and energy, and achieve the balance of power and energy in the power
system under various operating conditions. A better configuration of the ESS in the power system can
improve the capacity of the grid to absorb the wind power, enhance the dispatchability of wind power,
and ensure the safe operation of the power grid [2].

Due to the relatively high cost of the ESS, how to optimize the ESS sizing according to different
needs and purposes has become a hot topic. Many references have discussed the optimization of the
ESS sizing. At present, the research on ESS sizing planning mainly includes smoothing the short-term
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fluctuation of wind power output [3,4], dealing with the peak shaving problem of power systems with
wind power [5,6], and compensating the forecast error of wind power output, and so on.

The forecast error of wind power is inevitable because of the characteristics of wind power
generation. The ESS is installed at the outlet of the wind farm to compensate the forecast error of wind
power and ensure that the wind farm can output the power reliably according to the pre-declared
plan. In real-time dispatching, the ESS can store or release energy to balance the corresponding power
error when the real-time power value of a wind farm is different from the planned output. In terms of
compensating wind power forecast error, there are many references discussing this top from different
aspects [7,8].

The authors of [9] optimized the capacity of energy storage devices by controlling the wind power
forecast error within a certain range to minimize the cost of energy storage equipment. In [10] the
authors optimized the capacity of energy storage devices with the objective of minimizing wind power
prediction errors. By quantifying the functional relationship between energy storage capacity and
unserved energy, the minimum energy storage capacity corresponding to different unserved energy is
analyzed. The authors of [11] synthetically considered the energy efficiency, environmental benefit
and one investment of wind power and ESS, constructed the corresponding economic evaluation
model, and evaluated the feasibility of using ESS to improve the wind power acceptance scale in
different dispatching risk scenarios. The authors of [12] reduced the impacts of wind power forecast
errors while prolonging the lifetime of ESS. In [13] the authors used a simple autoregressive model to
capture the stochastic behavior of day-ahead forecast errors, in particular the autocorrelation structure
of these errors, and parametrically assessed the storage performance using a MAD criterion. In [14],
a mixed distribution was proposed based on Laplace and normal distribution to model forecast errors,
then a probabilistic method was proposed to determine the optimal size of ESS for wind farms in
electricity markets.

Based on the previous works, in this study, we proposed optimal planning of the ESS sizing in
several new ways.

First, in order to compensate the wind power error to some extent, the concept of error
compensation degree should be considered. Most published reports did not discuss that at the
same error compensation degree, the corresponding error compensation interval is not unique and
then the needed ESS sizing is also different. How to find the optimal error compensation interval
among these intervals becomes an important problem to be solved. In this paper, we established a
mathematical model and proposed an optimization method to find the optimal compensation interval
which not only can satisfy the compensation degree but also can maximize the profit of the wind farm.

Second, based on the forward-looking consideration, in the future, some factors such as electricity
price, ESS cost, and wind penalty cost may change. If these factors change, the optimization result
will be different. However, previous studies only discussed their effects from limited aspects, such as
under a certain compensation degree or in a certain cost condition. No complete analysis was available.
An incomplete analysis may mislead the decision maker’s judgments. In this paper, a thorough analysis
about the effects of these factors on the ESS optimization result was carried out. The sensitivity of each
factor on the optimal result was analyzed in detail, and the valuable investment range was discussed.

Finally, a simulation of the above methods was performed. Results showed that compared with
the traditional method, the comprehensive work in this paper obtained an optimal ESS sizing and the
max profit under the same compensation degree. This work provided a powerful decision-making
base for ESS planning in current and future markets.

2. ESS Compensation for Wind Power Forecast Error

The purpose of ESS in this paper is to compensate the forecast error of wind power and enable
the wind farm to track the planned output. According to the planned output curve, the charging and
discharging process of the ESS is controlled to make the actual output power of wind farm as close as
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possible to the planned output [15,16]. Here, the day-ahead forecast output of a wind farm is regarded
as the planned output.

The sizing of ESS is based on the wind power forecast error. The ESS compensates the difference
between the actual wind power and the planned wind power (i.e., the forecast error e) in real time,
so that the wind farm can act as a power source with steady output and complete the planned
generation as the conventional power source.

In this case, the size of ESS is related to the accuracy of wind power forecast [17]. The smaller the
error, the smaller the ESS size required.

2.1. Analysis of Power Forecast Error

Configuring an appropriate ESS in the wind farm could make the regulation and control of the
power grid more flexible. The ESS can decrease the uncertainty caused by the wind power forecast
error to meet the goal of tracking the planned output.

The ESS sizing optimization method proposed in this paper was based on wind power forecast
error. There is a certain error between the forecast output and the actual output of wind farm [18,19].
According to the wind farm forecast error, the rated power and rated capacity of the ESS are
determined [20,21].

As shown in Figure 1, the green curve represents the actual wind power (Pactual), the blue curve
represents the forecast power (Pforecast), and the error of wind power forecast (e) is shown in Figure 2,
the red curve.

e = Pactual − Pforecast. (1)
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Figure 1. Wind power forecast output and actual output.
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By analyzing the historical forecast error data of wind power, the distribution law of the forecast
error can be found, and then the confidence intervals of errors under different confidence degrees
can be obtained. The upper and lower bound of the confidence intervals are written as (eαlow
eαup). Here, we suppose the error obeys the normal distribution which is used commonly [22–26].
The method in this paper is applicable for both normal distribution and other distributions. If the
confidence degree is α%, as shown in Figure 3, the meaning of confidence interval (eαlow eαup) is that
the α% probability of forecast error falls into the interval (eαlow eαup).
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2.2. Determination of the ESS Rated Power

In order to track the planned output of the wind farm, the ESS is used to compensate the forecast
error of the wind power, so that the actual output of wind farm follows the planned output (forecast
output). When error > 0, that is, when the actual output of wind power is greater than the forecast
output, the ESS charges and the wind farm will be free from the penalty of wind curtailment; when
error < 0, that is, when the actual output of wind farm is less than the forecast output, the ESS
discharges, which avoids the penalty of power shortage caused by the lack of electricity in the wind
farm. By installing appropriate energy storage devices at the outlet of the wind farm, the output of the
wind farm is as close to the planned output (forecast output) as possible [17].

The probability of large wind power forecast error is small if considered just from the point of
probability. In order to compensate for the large error of small probability, it is necessary to install a
larger rated power ESS. However, this will lead to a significant increase in the cost of ESS. To better
assist in choosing of an optimal capacity of ESS, the concept of error compensation degree is considered.

The error compensation degree α% is that the ESS compensates α% wind power forecast error.
When the ESS compensates all forecast errors, i.e., the error compensation degree is 100%, the rated

power of the ESS is the maximum absolute value of the forecast error.

Prate = max|e|. (2)

When the ESS compensates α% forecast error, we call the error compensation degree α%. At this
time, the error compensation interval is (eαlow, eαup), eαlow is the lower bound of the compensation
interval, eαup is the upper bound of the compensation interval.
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The required ESS rated power is the maximum absolute value of the upper and lower bounds of
the confidence interval, i.e.,

Prate = max
(
|eαlow|,

∣∣∣eαup
∣∣∣). (3)

Figure 2 also shows the charging and discharging power of the ESS with time when the
compensation degree is α%. Here the compensation degree is the confidence degree of error.

2.3. Determination of the ESS Rated Capacity

Due to the different dispatching and operation plans of power grid, the optimal ESS rated capacity
is different. In this paper, the time window is taken as one day to configure the ESS rated capacity [27].

By accumulating the charge and discharge of ESS at each sampling time, the energy fluctuation of
ESS relative to the initial state at different sampling time can be obtained as Equation (4).

E[n] =
n∑

i=1

(PESS[i] × ∆t), (4)

where, E[n] is the energy fluctuation of ESS at the nth sampling time relative to the initial state, i.e., the
sum of accumulative charge and discharge of the ESS in the first n sampling periods. The unit is MWh;

PESS [i] is the actual charging and discharging power of the ESS;

PESS[i] =


e eαlow < e < eαup

eαup e > eαup

eαlow e < eαlow

. (5)

eaup, ealow are the upper and lower bounds of the compensation interval when the compensation
degree is α%;

∆t is the sampling period. The sampling period in this paper is 10 min, i.e., 1/6 hour, the unit
is hours;

n is the number of samples in a scheduling cycle. If the time window is one day, then n = 1,
2, . . . , 144;

i is the nth sampling point.
According to the energy fluctuation in the whole sample data period, the difference between the

maximum and minimum energy fluctuation can be calculated [5]. Considering the limitation of the
state of charge (SOC), the capacity required for the ESS can be obtained, that is, the rated capacity of
the ESS.

Erate =
max(E[n]) −min(E[n])

Sup − Slow
, (6)

where,
Erate is the rated capacity of the ESS, see Equation (6);
max(E[n]), min(E[n]) are the maximum and minimum energy changes relative to the initial state

in the whole sample data cycle, respectively;
Sup and Slow are upper and lower limit constraints of the state of charge (SOC) of the ESS,

respectively. In practice, in order to avoid over-charging and over-discharging in actual operation of
the ESS, the values should be appropriately taken in [0, 1]. In this paper, the values are 0.9 and 0.1.

When the compensation degree is 100%, that is, the ESS can completely compensate the wind
power forecast error, the PESS[i] in Equation (4) is the forecast error e itself of each sampling time.

When the compensation degree is α%, that is, when the ESS compensates α% error, PESS[i] is as
shown in Equation (5).
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3. Optimization of the ESS Sizing with Economic Objective

The purpose of optimization of the ESS is to minimize the rated power and rated capacity of
the ESS so as to maximize the profit of the system on the premise of satisfying the compensation
degree requirements.

In order to optimize of the ESS sizing under a certain compensation degree, the compensation
interval of forecast error under this compensation degree should be obtained first. It is noted that
under the same compensation degree, the error compensation interval is not unique. We need to find
the optimal interval, and then obtain the optimal ESS sizing to maximize the profit of the wind farm.

3.1. Objective Function

Considering the economic index of wind energy storage system [11,20], in this paper, the objective
function is to maximize the profit of the wind farm after installing the ESS [9,11].

f = fincome − fESScost − fpenaltycost, (7)

where,
f is the objective function, the profit of the wind farm after installing ESS;
fincome is the income of extra generated electricity after installing ESS in the wind farm;
fESScost is the cost of ESS [21];
fpenaltycost is the cost of the wind curtailment penalty and wind shortage penalty [26];

fincome = c× Esell, (8)

where,
c is the electricity price;
Esell is the amount of extra generated electricity after installing ESS in the wind farm, measured in

MWh; in fact, the extra generated electricity of the wind farm is the amount of electricity charged and
discharged by the ESS.

Esell =
n∑

i=0

PESS[i] × ∆t. (9)

PESS[i] is the charge and discharge power of the ESS, as shown in Equation (5).

fESScost = cP × Prate + cE × Erate

= cP ×
(
max

(∣∣∣eαup
∣∣∣, |eαlow|

))
+ cE ×

max(E[n]−minE[n])
Sup−Slow

,
(10)

where,
cP is the unit power cost of the ESS, measured in $/MW/per day [27];
Prate is the rated power of the ESS, measured in MW, see Equation (3);
cP × Prate is the total power cost of the ESS;
cE is the unit capacity cost of the ESS, measured in $/MWh/per day;
Erate is the rated capacity of the ESS, measured in MWh, see Equation (6);
cE × Erate is the total capacity cost of the ESS;

fpenaltycost = c1 × Ecurtail + c2 × Eshortage, (11)

where,
c1 is the unit wind curtailment penalty, measured in $/MWh;
Ecurtail is the amount of wind curtailment, measured in MWh;
c1 × Ecurtail is the total cost of wind curtailment;
c2 is the unit wind shortage penalty, measured in $/MWh;
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Eshortage the amount of wind shortage, measured in MWh;
c2 × Eshortage is the total cost of wind shortage;

Ecurtail =
n∑

i=1
λ×

(
e[i] − eaup

)
× ∆t λ = 1, when : e[i] ≥ eαup

λ = 0, when : e[i] < e

,
(12)

Eshortage =
n∑

i=1
λ× (

∣∣∣e[i]∣∣∣− |eαlow|) × ∆t λ = 1, when : e[i] ≤ eαlow

λ = 0, when : e[i] > eαlow

,
(13)

where,
e[i] is the error of each sampling time, ∆t is the sampling period, in this paper is 10 min;
eαup is the upper bound of the compensation interval;
eαlow is the lower bound of the compensation interval.

3.2. Constraint Conditions

Constraints on rated power of ESS:

0 ≤ Prate ≤ max|e|. (14)

Constraints on upper and lower bounds of error confidence intervals:

F
(
eαup

)
− F(eαlow) = α%. (15)

F(·) is the probability distribution function of errors.

3.3. Solving Steps

The above optimization problem can be expressed as follows:

max f s.t. g ≤ 0h = 0, (16)

where,
f is the profit of the wind farm after installing ESS, see Equation (7);
g is the inequality constraint, see Equation (14);
h is the equality constraint, see Equation (15);
The flow chart of solving this optimization problem is shown in Figure 4.
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4. The Analysis of Influencing Factors on the Optimal Result

Some influencing factors, such as error compensation degree, electricity price, ESS cost, wind
curtailment penalty cost, and wind shortage penalty cost, have an impact on the optimal results
(the optimal compensation interval, the optimal ESS sizing, and the max profit) [20]. That is to say,
in the optimization model, the change of the coefficients (C, CP, CE, C1, C2) in the objective function,
see Equation (7), will influence the optimal result. A detailed and complete analysis of these factors
is important to improve ESS planning by decision makers. The effect of these factors on the optimal
results is analyzed in this section.

4.1. The Effect of Error Compensation Degree

Different error compensation degrees will lead to different max profits and different optimal
ESS sizing. In some cost conditions, with the increase of the compensation degree, the max profit
may increase, while in other cost conditions, the greater the compensation degree, the less profit.
An example of the detailed analysis of the relationship between the error compensation degree and
the optimal results was presented in the case study in the following section.
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4.2. The Effect of Electricity Price

The major source of the profit of the electricity power system comes from the sales income, which
is determined by the electricity price and electricity sales amount. The interaction of pricing mode,
market mechanism, and profit model is still largely under investigation. What is clear is that if the
electricity price rises to a reasonable value, to increase the total profit, the system will configure a
larger ESS capacity to increase energy storage and sales, and meanwhile to reduce the power shortage.
On the other hand, ESS has no investment value if the electricity price is below a certain lower limit.
Thus, there is a reasonable “price range” for the wind power storage system. The reasonable price
range is discussed through the simulation in detail in the following section.

4.3. The Effect of the ESS Cost

Currently the ESS cost is still high. However, with the development of energy storage technology
and the related supporting policies, the ESS cost is expected to be reduced in the future. This will
eventually lead to enlarged energy storage sizing in the electricity power system. The effect of different
ESS unit costs on the ESS optimal result was analyzed in detail in the simulation section.

4.4. The Effect of the Penalty Cost

Due to the special nature, the wind power generation cannot reach the stability level as the
conventional power source. If the planned curve is used to evaluate it, there will inevitably be wind
curtailed [21] and wind shortage. If the wind farm curtails power, the electricity generated by the
wind farm will be decreased. The wind farm can avoid the penalty of the curtailed wind if the ESS
compensates these curtailments. Equivalently, this also means the wind farm generates extra electricity
(we call it the extra electricity). If there is a shortage of electricity, the wind farm will have to buy
electricity from the grid to maintain its planned output. The wind curtailment penalty unit cost and
wind shortage penalty unit cost reflect the stringent requirement of power generation controllability
for wind farms. The higher the penalty unit cost is, the higher the requirement for the controllability.

5. Case Studies

Field data of a wind farm in Ohio from 1 January to 31 December 2013 was analyzed in this
paper. The sampling interval was 10 min, the time window was one day, and the maximum output
of the wind farm was 150 MW. Lithium batteries were used for the ESS. The lifetime of the ESS was
20 years. The main purpose of the ESS was to keep the output of the wind farm following the planned
output well.

5.1. Analysis of Wind Power Forecast Error

Based on the historical forecast error of wind farm, the distribution law of the error was analyzed.
As we did not focus on the error distribution in this paper, the assumption was that the error obeys
the normal distribution which is most widely accepted by most researchers [18,22–26]. This method
was also compatible for other distributions. The actual error data and the probability density function
is shown in Figure 5. The mean value and the standard deviation were calculated to be −0.146 and
17.299, respectively.
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Figure 5. Wind power forecast error: (a) the actual error data and the normal distribution; (b) different
confidence intervals when the confidence degree is 80%.

A confidence degree of 80% was used as an example in this analysis. If 80% of the forecast
errors were compensated, or when the compensation degree was 80%, the ESS rated power should be
the maximum of the absolute value of the upper and lower bounds. The ESS rated capacity can be
calculated by Equation (6).

It was noticed that, when the compensation degree was the same, the compensation interval was
not unique. As shown in Figure 5b, with the same 80% compensation degree, compensation intervals
were different, and so were the ESS rated power and ESS rated capacity.

If 80% of the forecast errors were compensated, there were 20% of the errors remaining not
compensated. Therefore, the wind farm would have a certain amount of curtailed wind and shortage
wind, as shown in Figure 5.

5.2. The ESS Sizing Optimization Considering Economic Objective

Through calculation (see Section 3), the range of ESS rated power was from 22.31 to 44.41 MW,
and the range of ESS rated capacity was from 88.57 to 151.81 MWh. To maximize the profit of the wind
farm, the problems to be solved in this section were how to find the optimal compensation interval,
then the optimal ESS rated power and rated capacity.

The objective function is shown in Equation (7), and the constraints are shown in Equations
(14) and (15). Lithium batteries were selected for the ESS, and the unit costs were unit power cost,
857,000 $/MW/per day; unit capacity cost, 357,000 $/MWh/per day; electricity price, 85.7 $/MWh; wind
power curtailment penalty, 85.7 $/MWh; wind power shortage penalty, 85.7 $/MWh [5,11,16,26].

Through optimization calculation, the optimal result was obtained. Taking 80% compensation
degree as example, the optimal compensation interval was [−22.02, 22.31]. Thus, the optimal
configuration of the ESS was 22.31 MW for the rated power and 108.94 MWh for the rated capacity.
At this time, the max profit for one day was $9089.05. The extra generated electricity, curtailed wind,
and wind shortage were 252.03, 39.47, and 13.76 MWh, respectively (Table 1).

The objective function (wind farm profit) varied with the ESS capacity. When the ESS capacity
was 108.94 MWh, the profit reached the maximum, as shown in Figure 6a.

The relationships between the profit and other factors are shown in Figure 6b–e.
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Table 1. Optimal result when the error compensation degree is 80%.

Lower
Bound
(MW)

Upper
Bound
(MW)

Rated
Power
(MW)

Rated
Capacity
(MWh)

Extra
Generated
Electricity

(MWh)

Curtailed
Wind

(MWh)

Shortage
Wind

(MWh)
Profit ($)

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

−24.75 20.04 24.75 102.32 250.43 44.76 10.07 8852.01

−24.16 20.47 24.16 103.56 250.73 43.77 10.76 8912.43

−23.59 20.91 23.59 104.84 251.09 42.75 11.42 8978.44

−23.04 21.36 23.04 106.17 251.44 41.69 12.13 9038.25

−22.52 21.83 22.52 107.53 251.74 40.60 12.93 9083.24

−22.02 22.31 22.31 108.94 252.03 39.47 13.76 9089.05

−21.54 22.81 22.81 110.41 252.39 38.30 14.57 9020.96

−21.07 23.34 23.34 111.93 252.83 37.08 15.35 8960.35

−20.62 23.88 23.88 113.52 253.35 35.81 16.10 8907.10

−20.18 24.45 24.45 115.17 253.94 34.48 16.83 8861.24

−19.75 25.04 25.04 116.88 254.60 33.12 17.55 8819.92

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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Figure 6. The relationships between the profit and some factors: (a) profit and the energy storage
systems (ESS) capacity; (b) profit and the ESS power; (c) profit and the extra electricity; (d) profit and
the wind curtailment; (e) profit and the wind shortage.

5.3. The Comparison of the Optimization Method in This Paper with the Traditional Method

When solving the confidence interval, the traditional method is the symmetric point method.
However, this method did not consider that the corresponding confidence interval is not unique when
the confidence degree is the same. If the traditional method (symmetric point method) was used to
find the compensation interval, the results were different. The traditional method (symmetric point
method) can obtain the shortest interval when the distribution is normal distribution. However, the
shortest interval does not necessarily mean the optimal interval.

In order to compare the proposed method with the traditional method (symmetric point method),
the compensation interval, the interval length, the profit (one day), the ESS rated power (Prate), and
ESS rated capacity (Erate) were calculated, and the results are shown in Table 2.

From Table 2, we can find that at every compensation degree, the traditional method (symmetric
point method) always obtained the shortest interval, the optimization method proposed in this paper
always obtained the maximum profit. The shortest interval is not necessarily the optimal interval.
It was also noticed that at 85% and 80% compensation degrees, the traditional method (symmetric point
method) also obtained the max profit as the proposed method, meaning that at these two compensation
degrees, the shortest interval was also the optimal interval. However, at other compensation degrees,
the results were different, which means the shortest interval was not necessarily the optimal interval.

To sum up, the method in this paper can always obtain the max profit under the same compensation
degree. Through the proposed method, the optimal ESS rated power (Prate) and the optimal ESS rated
capacity (Erate) also can be obtained.
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Table 2. Result comparison between the optimization method in this paper and the traditional method.

Compensation
Degree Method Interval (MW)

Interval
Length
(MW)

Profit ($)
ESS Rated
Power Prate

(MW)

ESS Rated
Capacity

Erate (MWh)

95%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−35.38, 32.68) 68.06 12,241.77 35.38 136.91

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−33.76, 34.05) 67.81 12,076.87 34.05 139.12

90%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−26.05, 31.49) 57.54 11,106.54 28.60 126.50

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−28.31, 28.60) 56.91 11,100.37 31.49 134.23

85%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−24.76, 25.05) 49.81 10,102.05 25.05 116.88

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−24.76, 25.05) 49.81 10,102.05 25.05 116.88

80%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−22.02, 22.31) 44.33 9089.05 22.32 108.95

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−22.02, 22.31) 44.33 9089.05 22.32 108.95

75%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−19.34, 20.47) 39.81 8123.01 20.47 101.12

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−19.75, 20.05) 39.80 8052.50 20.05 102.33

70%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−18.16, 17.71) 35.87 7234.94 18.16 95.51

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−17.78, 18.08) 35.86 7210.49 18.08 96.58

65%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−18.54, 14.10) 32.64 6386.46 18.54 84.96

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−16.02, 16.31) 32.33 6341.43 16.31 91.43

60%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−16.36, 12.93) 29.29 5551.73 16.36 81.12

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−14.41, 14.71) 29.12 5382.10 14.71 86.95

55%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−15.69, 10.75) 26.45 4593.61 15.69 73.67

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−12.92, 13.21) 26.14 3929.58 13.21 83.96

50%

Method in this paper
(The optima interval) (−14.41, 9.22) 23.63 3408.68 14.41 66.77

Traditional method
(The shortest interval) (−11.52, 11.81) 23.33 2191.89 11.81 80.27

5.4. The Result Analysis

An example of one day, Figure 7 shows the actual power and forecast power of the wind farm.
Figure 8 shows the forecast error and the optimal compensation interval under 80% compensation
degree. Figure 9 demonstrates the ESS charging and discharging of the optimal configuration. Figure 10
shows the actual output of the wind farm after compensating the forecast error by the ESS.
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Figure 8. Power forecast error and the optimal interval.
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Figure 10. Wind farm output after compensating error by the ESS.

In Figures 7–10, at t1–t2, the forecast error was negative (the actual output of the wind farm was
smaller than the forecast output), and ESS discharging was needed. Due to the limitation of rated
power of the ESS, not all the forecast error can be completely compensated, there was a certain power
shortage in the wind farm, which can be balanced by the purchase of electricity from the grid.

At t3–t4, the forecast error was positive (the actual output of wind farm was larger than the forecast
output), and ESS charging was needed. Similarly, due to the limitation of rated power of the ESS,
not all the forecast error can be completely compensated and a certain wind curtailment in the wind
farm existed.

For the rest times, the actual output of the wind farm after compensation could strictly follow the
planned output (forecast output), as shown in Figure 10, the purple curve.

5.5. The Analysis of Influencing Factors on the Optimal Result

About the optimization problem in this paper, we should consider some aspects: in the future,
the cost conditions will change; for different purposes, a different compensation degree will be required.
Therefore, in this section, we will deeply discuss how these influencing factors affect the optimal
result [28–35].

The cost conditions, i.e., the coefficients (C, CP, CE, C1, C2) in Equation (7), included electricity price,
ESS unit power cost, ESS unit capacity cost, unit wind curtailment penalty, and unit wind shortage
penalty, respectively. In other words, we will discuss how these coefficients affect the optimal result.

5.5.1. The Effect of Electricity Price

Unit electricity price directly affects the profit of the wind farm. The relationship between the
max profit and the unit electricity price is shown in Figure 11. The wind farm could be profitable in a
certain range of electricity prices. If the price was below a certain lower limit, ESS would not have
investment value. Taking 80% error compensation degree as an example, with other factors remaining
unchanged, when electricity price was 49.6 $/MWh, the wind farm’s max profit was zero. If below
this price, there was no need to invest in ESS. As for other compensation degrees, the corresponding
critical prices could also be obtained.

In Figure 11, at the same compensation degree, with the increase of the unit electricity price,
the max profit will increase; while at the same electricity price, with the increase of the compensation
degree, the max profit increased. This could be explained by the fact that when the compensation
degree increased, the extra generated electricity increased accordingly. On the other hand, the cost of
the extra rated power/capacity also increased, which lowered the profit. The overall effects of the two
aspects was the increase of the max profit, which was proven by the simulation result.
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Figure 11. Relationship between max profit and electricity price.

5.5.2. The Effect of the ESS Unit Cost

The possible change of the unit cost of ESS will affect the optimal result. This section discusses the
influence of ESS unit power cost and unit capacity cost on the optimal result in detail.

As shown in Figure 12a, at the same error compensation degree, the max profit decreases with the
increase of the ESS unit power cost, which is easy to understand. Under the same ESS unit power
cost, if the unit cost was less than a certain value (at the left part of the Figure 12a), the max profit
will increase with the increase of the compensation degree, if the unit cost was higher than a certain
value (at the right part of Figure 12a), the max profit did not necessarily increase with the increase of
compensation degree that the optimal result could appear at a lower compensation degree. This could
be explained by that when the ESS unit power cost was too expensive, the more the compensation,
the less profit, and even the negative profit.

Taking 80% compensation degree as an example, when the ESS unit power cost was 382.1 × 10,000
$/MW, the max profit was zero, meaning that above 382.1 × 10,000 $/MW, there would be no need to
invest in ESS. For other compensation degrees, the critical ESS unit power cost also could be calculated.

The same as the ESS unit capacity cost (see Figure 12b), the critical unit capacity cost was
100.5 × 10,000 $/MWh at 80% compensation degree.
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Figure 12. Relationship between max profit and ESS unit cost: (a) max profit and ESS unit power cost;
(b) max profit and ESS unit capacity cost.
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5.5.3. The Effect of the Compensation Degree

The effect of the compensation degree was related to the ESS unit cost. When the ESS unit cost
was below a certain value, the max profit would increase with the increase of the compensation degree,
as shown in the left part of the Figure 13; when the ESS unit cost was above a certain value, the max
profit did not necessarily increase with the increase of the compensation degree, that the max profit
could obtained at a lower compensation degree, as shown in the right part of the Figure 13. This could
be explained that if the ESS unit cost is too high, the more compensation, the less profit, even the
negative profit.

Exampled in Figure 13, in the ellipse region, the optimal compensation degree was 95%; in the red
rectangular region, the optimal compensation degree was 90%; in the green rectangular region, the
optimal compensation degree was 85%.Energies 2019, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 17 of 21 
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Figure 13. The effect of the compensation degree on the optimal result.

5.5.4. The Effect of the Unit Penalty Cost

As shown in Figure 14, at all error compensation degrees, the higher the unit wind curtailment
penalty was, the less the max profit. The max profit value could even go to negative. For example,
at 80% error compensation degree, when the unit wind curtailment penalty was larger than 1547
$/MWh, the max profit was negative and thus there was no need to invest in ESS.
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Figure 14. Relationships between max profit and unit penalty cost. (a) Max profit and unit wind
curtailment penalty; (b) max profit and unit wind shortage penalty.
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When the compensation degrees were the same, with the increase of the unit wind curtailment
penalty, the max profit will decrease.

When the unit wind curtailment penalty was the same, with the increase of the error compensation
degree, the max profit increased. This was because with the increase of the error compensation
degree, the amount of wind curtailment electricity will decrease, so the total wind curtailment penalty
decreased and the max profit increased.

The same relationship was observed for the unit wind shortage penalty and the max profit,
as shown in Figure 14b.

5.5.5. Sensitivity Analysis of the Influencing Factors

In order to analyze and compare the influence of these factors quantitatively, a concept of
Sensitivity Degree (SD) was introduced.

SD indicates the sensitivity of the evaluation index to each influencing factor. It is defined as
dividing the change rate of the evaluation index by the change rate of the influencing factors.

SD =
∆index

∆parameter
. (17)

Here,
index is the max profit;
parameter is the electricity price (c), ESS unit power cost (cP), and ESS unit capacity cost (cE), unit

wind curtailment penalty (c1) or unit wind shortage penalty (c2).
SD > 0 indicates that the evaluation index changes in the same direction as the influencing factors.

SD < 0 indicates the opposite change of evaluation index and influencing factors. The larger the | SD |

is, the more sensitive the index is to the influencing factor; and vice versa.
For easy comparison, data of the following influencing parameters were normalized: electricity

price (c), ESS unit power cost (cP), and ESS unit capacity cost (cE), unit wind curtailment penalty (c1) or
unit wind shortage penalty (c2). According to Equation (17), the SD of each influencing parameter
was calculated

The sensitivity degrees of these parameters were shown, respectively, in Figure 15. The sensitivity
degree of the electricity price was the highest, followed by the sensitivity of ESS unit capacity cost and
the sensitivity of ESS unit power cost.

As for the sensitivity degree of the unit wind curtailment penalty and unit wind shortage penalty,
they varied with the compensation degree, as shown in Figure 15b,c.

When the unit wind curtailment penalty was the same, with the increase of the compensation
degree, the sensitivity degree decreased. It could be explained that with the increase of the compensation
degree, the amount of the wind curtailment decreased, and thus the effect of the unit wind curtailment
to the total profit decreased.

When the compensation degree was the same, with the increase of the unit wind curtailment
penalty, the sensitivity degree decreased, and eventually approached to a small constant. It could
be explained that when the unit wind curtailment penalty was too large, the optimal compensation
interval would approach an interval that included more positive errors (and even all positive errors),
so that there would be very small wind curtailment (and even no wind curtailment). In this way, the
impact of the wind curtailment to the max profit would be decreased to a very small value.

Finally, if above a certain value of the unit wind curtailment penalty, all sensitivity degrees
decreased to the same small constant. In this case, the optimal compensation interval included the
most positive errors and the amount of the wind curtailment was the least.
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Figure 15. (a) The sensitivity degree of the electricity price; (b) the sensitivity degree of the wind
curtailment penalty; (c) the sensitivity degree of the wind shortage penalty.

For the sensitivity degree of unit wind shortage penalty, if above a certain value of the unit wind
shortage penalty, all sensitivity degrees decreased to the same small constant and even close to zero.
In this case, the optimal compensation interval included the most negative errors and the amount of
wind shortage approached a very small quantity.

For the case discussed previously in Section 5, at 80% error compensation degree and under the
cost condition described in Section 5.2, the sensitivity degrees were calculated, as shown in Table 3.

Table 3. The sensitivity degree of each parameter.

Parameter Electricity
Price

ESS Unit
Power Cost

ESS Unit
Capacity Cost

Wind Curtailment
Penalty

Wind Shortage
Penalty

SD 1.844 −0.232 −0.397 −1.344 −0.425

The comparison showed that at the cost condition described above, the wind farm’s max profit
was most sensitive to the electricity price, followed by wind curtailment penalty, wind shortage penalty,
ESS unit capacity cost, and ESS unit power cost.

For other cost conditions and other compensation degrees, we can also obtain the sensitivity
degree through the method in Section 5.5.5.
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6. Conclusions

Based on the field data of the wind farm, aiming at maximizing the profit of the wind farm,
a mathematical model and an optimization method was proposed in this paper for planning the
ESS size.

First, at the same error compensation degree, compared with the traditional method, the proposed
optimization method in this paper could constantly obtain the optimal ESS sizing and the max profit.

Second, the effects of influencing factors (electricity price, ESS cost, wind penalty cost, and
compensation degree) on the optimal result (optimal ESS sizing and max profit) was thoroughly
analyzed, and the sensitivity and the critical investment range was also determined.

Finally, this comprehensive work provides a powerful decision-making basis for ESS planning in
current and future markets, so that the wind farm can better track the planned output and improve the
absorption capacity of the grid to the wind power.
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